
 

 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

The result of this study finally answered the writer’s problem to know the 

motives of Joshua and Cornelius Halborough’s and they effort to reach their 

ambition. After getting the findings from analysis in the chapter III, the writer 

makes the following conclusion: 

A problem of life comes because there is a desire in human. When there is 

a desire on the human life, there is a way to catch it. The desire grows up 

continuously and makes an ambition itself will grow up. Thus, the ambition 

comes because there are motives in human such as the desire at two brothers here. 

Joshua and Cornelius Halborough have a dream in their life. They want to 

continue their study at one of University. But what they want is became a dream 

only. They can not continue their study at University and the last they built their 

ambition to catch up their dream in their life. 

People always have ambitions in their life. When people have strong 

power to catch their willing, they will do all things to catch their willing. The even 

in Joshua and Cornelius Halborough above build their logic and do by its own. It 

creates an imagination to build future on the human. It is happened when Joshua 

and Cornelius Halborough first time to face the fact that they do not get any 

legacy from his mother. All of legacy will use to his father. It makes them despite 

because they can not continue their study at one of University. Based on that, they 

built them imagination and make some image in their future of their life. A high 
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ambition will decide what kind of action that they may do to catch it. People will 

choose the best way when they get an ambition to do something and did not 

consider about the risk of their ambition. The ambition will grow a skill to do all 

of activity. Joshua builds his ambition and makes him skilled to do his activity. In 

case, when he knows Cornelius will help his father in that accident, he persuades 

Cornelius to pull his father out. Joshua knows with his doing in case to catch his 

dream. That is making Rosa sake. 

Love here became the power of catching something important in life. In 

Joshua and Cornelius Halborough life, they love their younger sister, her name is 

Rosa. They love her and will make Rosa’s life is perfectly. It will make a power in 

their mind and built ambition to save Rosa and keep it. The way Joshua and 

Cornelius Halborough build their love in Rosa is good based on their satisfaction 

only. It means all of Rosa sake is the best one in their life. Although his father was 

spending the legacy from his mother who uses to his father only, Joshua and 

Cornelius Halborough keep Rosa’s distance between her and her father. In human 

needs life satisfaction is a response to how life is going according to certain 

standards, and these standards are provided by a person’s values. Joshua and 

Cornelius Halborough value is at their young sister, Rosa. They did not need their 

father get close with Rosa. Based on that, they agree to place Rosa to other place 

and make distance between Rosa and her father. In other words, Rosa sake’s is the 

life satisfaction constitutes of Joshua and Cornelius Halborough.  

All in all, ambition is the persistent and generalized striving for success, 

attainment, and accomplishment. Dream and imagination are the parts of power to 
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catch the ambition itself. Finally, the ambition happens because there are dream 

and imagination in human. 

The writer hope by this research the reader of this research will consider 

choosing the good way to catch their willing in their life especially about the 

ambition itself. The writer also hopes to the next researcher will conduct the better 

and more detail about ambition related on this study. 

 

 


